We investigate how to exploit the spin information imparted to the Z boson in associated Higgs production at a future linear collider as an aid in distinguishing between CP -even and CP -odd Higgs bosons. We apply a generalized spin-basis analysis which allows us to study the possibilities offered by non-traditional choices of spin projection axis. In particular, we find that the Z bosons produced in association with a CP -even Higgs via polarized collisions are in a single transverse spin-state (> 90% purity) when we use the Zh-transverse basis, provided that the Z bosons are not ultra-relativistic (speed < 0.9c). This same basis applied to the associated production of a CP -odd Higgs yields Z's that are an approximately equal mixture of longitudinal and transverse polarizations. We present a decay angular distribution which could be used to distinguish between the CP -even and CP -odd cases. Finally, we make a few brief remarks about how this distribution would be affected if the Higgs boson turns out to not be a CP -eigenstate. * Electronic address: gdm10@psu.edu † Electronic address: parke@fnal.gov
I. INTRODUCTION
spin state of the Z, we can learn about the Higgs in a model-independent fashion. Since we understand Z decays very well (see, for example, the review of Z physics contained in Ref. [6] ), any deviations from Standard Model predictions will point to new physics in the Higgs sector.
Traditionally, angular correlations have been studied within the context provided by the helicity basis. For a light Higgs and a linear collider running at a full TeV or so, this is appropriate. However, in situations where the Z boson and Higgs are not ultra-relativistic, the helicity basis may not give the most useful description of the physics involved. Instead, it is fruitful to explore other choices of spin axis [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . One framework which facilitates this exploration in a fairly straightforward manner is the generic spin basis (ξ-basis) introduced by Parke and Shadmi in Ref. [8] . One possibility that this framework allows for is the analysis of the data (or independent subsets thereof) in two (or more) different ways, to see if the spin content of the Z bosons varies with ξ in the predicted manner.
Spin correlations in associated Higgs production at a hadron collider (qq ′ → W φ) have already been studied in Ref. [11] . Angular correlations are most easily observed and understood in the zero momentum frame of the event. At a hadron collider, however, the z component of the total momentum in the event is ambiguous, making the zero momentum frame difficult to find. We have written this paper from the point-of-view of a future e + e − linear collider to utilize the advantages offered by such a machine. Not only is the zero momentum frame relatively well-known in this case, but the ability to polarize the beams enhances the angular correlations.
The outline of this paper is as follows. After a brief discussion of our notation and conventions in Sec. II, we present the polarized Zh and ZA production cross sections at a linear collider in Sec. III. Next, we turn to a review of the decay distributions (Z → ff)
in the case of polarized Z bosons in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we combine the production and decay amplitudes to derive expressions for the triply-differential cross sections for e + e − → Zh → ffh and e + e − → ZA → ff A, with an emphasis on the forms of these distributions in the helicity and Zh-transverse bases. Integrating the triply-differential cross section over the production and decay azimuthal angles leads to the principle results of this paper in Sec. VI: the angular distribution dσ/d(cos χ) of the Z boson decay products as seen in the Z rest frame. We compare this distribution in the Zh and ZA cases in Sec. VI E and in 
II. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS
Throughout this paper, we use the symbol φ to refer to a generic Higgs boson which could either be CP even or CP odd or have no unique CP eigenvalue. The symbol h will be reserved for use when we are talking specifically about a CP -even Higgs boson. Finally, a CP -odd Higgs boson will be represented by the symbol A.
To describe the polarized production cross sections for e + e − −→ Zφ followed by the subsequent decay of the Z we adopt the ξ-basis, introduced by Parke and Shadmi in Ref. [8] .
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the zero momentum frame (ZMF) production angle θ * is defined as the angle between the electron and Z momentum directions. The spin states for the Z boson are defined in the its rest frame, where we decompose its spin along the directionŝ Z , which makes an angle ξ in the clockwise direction from the Higgs momentum. Although our method does not require detailed observation of the Higgs boson decay products, for completeness, we will go ahead and define a Higgs "spin" axis,ŝ φ . This unit vector is located at the angle ξ ′ in the clockwise direction from the Z boson momentum. The spinzero character of the Higgs will be reflected in a lack of any dependence of the amplitudes on the choice of this axis (ξ ′ ).
We denote the two transverse polarization states of the Z boson by (↑) and (↓) (or, equivalently, (+) and (−) respectively) and the longitudinal state by (0). Throughout this paper we use the terms "transverse" and "longitudinal" to refer to directions relative to the spin axis rather than to the direction of motion of the particle. A generic vector boson spin will be designated by λ. If we sum over all of the polarizations of the Z boson, then the dependence on ξ drops out of the result.
Within this generic framework, specific spin bases are defined by stating the relationship between ξ, θ * , and any other relevant event parameters. For example, the familiar helicity basis is defined by fixing
In this case, the spin axes are defined along the directions of motion of the particles as seen in the ZMF. Later in this paper, we will encounter additional bases, whose definitions are inspired by the form of the matrix elements for the processes under consideration.
Except for the fermion masses, which we set equal to zero, all input masses and coupling constants used in the computations presented in this paper are the central values as reported in the 2004 Review of Particle Properties [6] . Consistent with the zero fermion mass approximation, we set the coupling between the electron and the Higgs to zero.
III. ASSOCIATED HIGGS PRODUCTION AT A LINEAR COLLIDER
A. Polarized Zh Production
The two particles produced in the process e + e − → Zh, being of different masses, will have different speeds in the ZMF. Thus, we may choose to write the amplitudes in terms of the ZMF speed of the Z boson β Z , or the ZMF speed of the Higgs β h ; we have chosen to use β Z . In addition to the masses of the Higgs and Z bosons, the value of β Z also depends on √ s, the center-of-mass energy of the collider:
A plot of β Z as a function of the (still-unknown) value of M h for various center-of-mass energies appears in Fig. 3 . For reasons of simplicity, we retain both s and β Z in our expressions rather than using Eq. (2) to eliminate one of them.
If we neglect the electron mass, there is but a single diagram for e + e − → Zh, as displayed in Fig. 1 [12] . With the aid of the formalism described in Ref. [7] , it is straightforward to calculate the differential cross section for Zh production using polarized beams where the Z is in the spin state λ:
In these expressions, G F is the Fermi coupling constant, M W is the mass of the W boson, and θ W is the Weinberg angle. The kinematics associated with the threshold behavior of the cross section have been collected into the function Θ(s, M h , M Z ), which is defined to be
Here √ s is the collider center-of-mass energy, β Z the speed of the Z boson in the zero momentum frame (ZMF) of the event, and γ Z the usual relativistic boost factor, We have chosen the factors that comprise Θ(s, M h , M Z ) so that for β Z −→ 1 (equivalently, s −→ ∞) we have Θ −→ 1. Naturally, Θ = 0 at threshold. We parameterize the Zff vertex as
Here g is the weak coupling constant; it is connected to the Fermi coupling constant in the usual manner:
The quantity q f L describes the coupling of a left-handed fermion line of flavor f to the Z boson while q f R represents the coupling of the Z boson to a right-handed fermion line. These couplings are collected in Table I 
The spin functions for a right-handed electron line are related to the left-handed functions
To provide some sense of how the polarized production amplitudes depend on our choice of spin basis we now examine the explicit form of these amplitudes in a couple of cases of interest. First, in the helicity basis (ξ = π) we have
Unless β Z is rather close to 1, one consequence of these expressions is that a non-negligible fraction of the total integrated cross section will be supplied by each of the three spins (see We contrast these results with the Zh-transverse basis, which was introduced in Ref. [7] .
This basis was motivated by a desire to eliminate one of the three spin components. Now, according to Eqs. (9) and (10), it is not possible to make both of the spin functions S λ L and S λ R vanish simultaneously when λ is (+) or (−). Consequently, for unpolarized beams, it is impossible to choose a spin basis for which either variety of transversely-polarized Z boson is absent. On the other hand, it is possible to eliminate the contribution from the longitudinal Z bosons by choosing
which may be abbreviated as Recall that ξ is defined relative to the direction of motion of the Z boson in the ZMF:
this direction is different for each event. What we have done in defining the Zh-transverse basis is to include some cleverly-selected β Z -dependence in addition to the (now explicit) θ * -dependence. Note that the existence of this basis depends on neither the machine energy nor the Higgs mass: Eqs. (2) and (12) remain well-defined so long as
a Zh final state must be kinematically allowed). In particular, for β Z → 1, we have
that is, ξ → π/2. This is clearly not the helicity basis, suggesting that even far above threshold the Zh-transverse basis represents a different and potentially interesting way of viewing the data. At the other energy extreme, β Z → 0, we have
A moment's consideration of Fig. 2 along with Eq. (15) will lead to the recognition that the directions of the incoming beams are being used to decompose the spins in this limit. That is, at threshold, the Zh-transverse basis is coincident with the so-called beamline basis [9] (see Appendix C).
In addition to eliminating the contribution from the longitudinal spin component, the Zh-transverse basis is also the basis in which the + and − components are each maximized.
In the Zh-transverse basis, the explicit forms of the spin functions are
It is clear from these expressions that the (+) and (−) states are equally-populated for polarized beams only in the ultra-relativistic limit (β Z → 1); for small β Z , one of these two
states is approximately empty.
In Fig. 4 we display plots of the contributions from the three spin states as a function of the Z production angle cos θ * at β Z = 0.59, corresponding to the not-implausible combination m h = 120 GeV, √ s = 250 GeV. These plots clearly exhibit the features noted above: in the helicity basis, all three spin components make significant contributions to the total cross section whereas in the Zh-transverse basis a single component dominates depending on the polarization of the incoming beams.
Given a choice of basis (i.e. ξ) and machine energy (i.e. β Z , once M h is known) we may integrate Eqs. (3) and (4) over cos θ * to determine the fraction of Z bosons produced in each of the three possible spin states. In Fig. 5 we present the results as a function of Table II lists the numerical values corresponding to β Z = 0.59, that is, at the same Higgs mass and machine energy considered in Fig. 4 . The fractions in the helicity basis are essentially as anticipated above, starting at an equal mixture of (+), (−) and (0) at threshold and becoming 100% longitudinal as β Z → 1. At all energies the fractions of (+) and (−) spins are equal, even for polarized beams. In contrast, the Zh-transverse basis fractions are relatively insensitive to β Z (unless β Z gets fairly large).
Summing over the three possible spins of the Z we obtain the total differential cross
If we replace q eL by q eR in Eq. (17) we obtain the result for e 
By integrating Eq. (17) over cos θ
* we obtain the total cross section for e
Once again, the result for e − R e + L scattering may be generated by the replacement q eL → q eR . Finally, we may divide the differential cross section (17) by the corresponding total cross section to obtain the Zh production cross section for polarized beams normalized to unity:
Eq. (19) explicitly exhibits the fact that the only difference between e manner that conserves CP , it is necessary for the interaction to take the form [13] 
This is a dimension-5 operator; it cannot appear in the tree-level Lagrangian. Such a coupling can be generated at loop level, however. Thus, as in Ref. [2] , we write the (effective)
ZZA vertex as
where k 1 and k 2 are the 4-momenta of the two Z's, η is a dimensionless coupling constant, and Λ is the mass scale at which this vertex is generated [14] . Because of the generality of the argument leading to the form of the coupling in Eqs. (20) and (21), the angular correlations in a wide variety of models will have this form even though we cannot say very much about the over-all size of the total cross section. Nevertheless, we expect e + e − −→ Zh (if not kinematically suppressed) to dominate over e + e − −→ ZA on the grounds that the one-loop effective ZZA coupling will likely be smaller than the tree-level ZZh coupling.
The vertex in Eq. (21) leads to the differential cross sections
and
In this case, the spin functions turn out to be independent of energy:
The spin functions for e 
It is obvious from the especially simple form of the spin functions in Eqs. (24) and (25) that the optimal basis for studying angular correlations in ZA production and decay is the helicity basis, independent of the machine energy. In the helicity basis, the spin functions
Only the helicity basis has the property that one of the three amplitudes (the longitudinal one) vanishes. For the sake of comparison, it is useful to write out the ZA spin functions in the Zhtransverse basis:
The results are not particularly simple since this choice of ξ was concocted to simplify the Zh amplitudes, not the ZA amplitudes. We display the cos θ * -dependence of these contributions to the ZA production cross section in Fig. 6 for the same Higgs mass and machine energy as previously. Perhaps surprisingly, one of the spin states is highly suppressed in the Zhtransverse basis when we use polarized beams. This is in contrast to the helicity basis, where the (↑) and (↓) states provide equal contributions to the total cross section.
In Fig. 7 we plot the Z spin decomposition in e + e − → ZA production as a function of β Z . Table III lists selected numerical values for this spin breakdown. A consequence of the energy-independence of the spin functions contained in Eqs. (24) and (25) is that all of the β Z -dependence exhibited in these plots comes from choosing ξ to be an explicit function of β Z . In the helicity basis, the spin breakdown is 50-50 between the (↑) and (↓) spin states for all center-of-mass energies. On the other hand, in the (non-optimal for ZA production) Zh-transverse basis, we have a 50-50 mix of the (0) and (↑) or (0) and (↓) spin states near threshold, with the fraction of longitudinal Z's gradually increasing as β Z → 1.
Thus, we are left with the linguistically-awkward situation where in the Zh-transverse basis, ZA production is dominated by the longitudinal component! Summing over the possible spins of the Z we find that the total differential cross section corresponding to the spin functions in Eq. (24) reads
The corresponding result for e − R e + L scattering differs only by the replacement q 2 eL → q 2 eR . Integrating over cos θ * gives the total polarized ZA production cross section The result for σ R (e + e − −→ ZA) follows from Eq. (29) by the replacement q
IV. POLARIZED Z DECAYS
The Zff coupling violates both parity and flavor universality. Thus, the angular distributions for the decay of polarized Z bosons are forward-backward asymmetric, and depend on which fermions appear in the final state. Neglecting the mass of the final state fermions [15] , the angular distributions in the rest frame of the decaying Z may be written as
In these expressions, the decay of the Z boson in spin state λ to f LfR is described by the amplitudes
whereas the decay to a f RfL final state depends on
These distributions have been normalized to unit area by inclusion of the partial width Γ f for the decay Z → ff . We define χ to be the angle between the direction of motion of the fermion and the spin axis as seen in the Z rest frame. The distributions represented by Eq. (31) can also be written in the form
for the transverse polarizations and
for the longitudinal state. For convenience, we have collected the Standard Model values of the combination of coupling constants appearing in the cos χ term of Eq. (34) in Table IV .
The corresponding distributions are plotted in Fig. 8 . Unfortunately, the decays with the most distinctive distributions, Z → νν, are invisible. On the other hand, for the decays for which charge/flavor identification would be the easiest, Z → ℓl, we have a fairly large overlap between the (↑) and (↓) distributions. Although the charge and flavor identification for decays to light quarks is virtually impossible, there is some efficiency for distinguishing b
fromb. Therefore, we will highlight this Z decay mode when illustrating our results. Even if it turns out to be too optimistic to distinguish b-jets fromb-jets, it will still be possible to do Zh/ZA differentiation because, as we will see shortly, simply separating the longitudinal and transverse polarization states should be sufficient to provide interesting information about the nature of the associated Higgs boson. We define the following angles to describe the process: θ * refers to the Z boson production angle as seen in the ZMF; χ is the angle between the direction of motion of the fermion (i.e. the spatial part of the 4-vector f ) and the spin axis as seen in the Z rest frame; and ϕ is the azimuthal angle associated with this decay (i.e. the angle between the Zh production plane and the Z decay plane), also viewed in the Z rest frame. With these definitions, the triply-differential cross sections for e + e − −→ Zh −→ ff h read
Since the gamut of potentially interesting spin bases does not extend to those with dependence on the azimuthal angle, we may deal with ϕ once and for all by inserting the expressions for the decay amplitudes contained in Eqs. (32) and (33) into Eq. (36), performing the azimuthal integration, and doing a bit of rearrangement to arrive at
where we have defined
Substitution of the explicit forms of the spin functions in the Zh-transverse basis from Eq. (16) allows us to write the cross section in Eq. (38) in the relatively simple form 
Using the helicity basis instead leads to a slightly more complicated result:
The distributions contained in Eqs. (40) and (41) have been plotted in Fig. 9 at β Z = 0.59:
that is, for a Higgs mass of 120 GeV and a collider center-of-mass energy of 250 GeV.
The analogous procedure applied to Eq. (37) leads to a similar result which may be generated from Eq. (38) by the interchanges q eL ↔ q eR ; q f L ↔ q f R . Performing the average over the initial spins leads to the unpolarized result
The differences in the shapes of the polarized and unpolarized distributions are completely contained in the forward-backward asymmetric (cos χ) term, the coefficient of which depends on the difference between the left and right hand fermion-to-Z couplings as well as the flavor of fermion involved. It should be clear from this discussion plus the similarities between Eqs. (38) and (42) that it is not necessary to perform the full calculation separately for each of the three cases: knowledge of just one case plus suitable alteration of the coefficient of the cos χ term is sufficient to generate the other two distributions. For polarized beams the asymmetry factor depends only on the nature of the Z decay products, whereas if the beams are unpolarized, an additional factor involving the electron-to-Z couplings dilutes the forward-backward asymmetry. A glance at Table IV reveals that this dilution factor is rather small, only about 0.15; therefore, the observation of forward-backward asymmetries will be greatly aided by the use of polarized beams. 
For e − R e + L scattering, we should replace the S L 's with S R 's in the above formula; for unpolarized beams, we should form the appropriate weighted average of the left-handed and right-handed fractions:
Eqs. (43) and (44) may be used to determine the spin fractions using any spin basis in any model for which the polarized production amplitudes S λ L,R have been calculated.
B. ZA case
We now turn to the analogous treatment for the case of a CP -odd boson. We begin by writing the the triply-differential cross-section for the production and decay process 
As in the Zh case, we are not interested in spin bases that explicitly depend on ϕ. Thus, we integrate over ϕ by inserting the explicit decay amplitudes for the Z boson and perform a bit of algebra to obtain
where it is natural to introduce the following definitions:
The explicit result for the cross section contained in Eq. (46) is reasonably simple in the helicity basis:
On the other hand, using the ("wrong") Zh-transverse basis for the spin functions instead yields
These two distributions are compared in Fig. 10 . in the appropriate manner leads to the unpolarized production and decay distribution
A careful comparison of Eqs. (46) and (50) 
The fraction of Z bosons produced in each of the three possible spin states may be calculated from an expression similar to Eqn. (43), but with the S's replaced by S's.
VI. Z DECAY ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
At last we come to the decay angular distribution dσ/d(cos χ) which will be useful in distinguishing Zh from ZA. Since the choice of spin basis influences the exact definition of χ, this distribution will depend on the choice made for ξ. Put differently, the decay angular distribution may be written in the form
where the spin fractions may be calculated from Eq. (43) (9) and (10), and then using the results to calculate the spin fractions from Eq. (43).
A. Zh in the helicity basis
For example, setting ξ = π to obtain the helicity basis leads to
In the panels on the left-hand side of Fig. 11 we have plotted this distribution for β Z = 0.5 and 0.9. The distribution is nearly flat in cos χ close to threshold (β Z = 0), and becomes more and more concave down as β Z is increased. For β Z → 1 (the ultra-relativistic limit)
we have
the signature of Z bosons produced with 100% longitudinal polarization in accordance with the vector boson equivalence theorem. 
B. Zh in the Zh-transverse basis
We now turn to the Zh-transverse basis, Eq. (12), which was engineered to eliminate the longitudinal Z bosons from the mix. Consequently, we obtain a decay angular distribution of the form
A plot of this distribution appears in the panels on the left side of Fig. 12 . Eq. (55) simplifies near threshold (β Z −→ 0) and in the ultra-relativistic limit (β Z −→ 1) as follows:
Notice that in contrast to the result in the helicity basis, even near threshold this distribution displays non-trivial correlations. The shape of this distribution is a rather weak function of the machine energy.
C. ZA in the helicity basis
Repeating the calculation with the pseudoscalar spin functions instead, we obtain the result for ZA production and decay in the helicity basis:
This angular distribution is plotted in the panels on the right-hand side of Fig. 11 . There is no forward-backward asymmetry in Eq. (57) due to the equal mix of (↑) and (↓) spin states in this basis. Furthermore, since we have used a fixed value of ξ and the spin functions contain no β Z dependence themselves, the result in Eq. (57) holds for all machine energies and all boson masses (provided, of course, that the ZA final state is kinematically allowed).
D. ZA in the Zh-transverse basis
Since we won't know a priori what sort of Higgs we are dealing with, we also present the ZA decay angular distribution in the ("wrong") Zh-transverse basis:
. 12: Z decay angular distributions in the Zh-transverse basis for (A) e + e − → Zh → bbh and (B) e + e − → ZA → bbA. The decay angle χ is defined as the angle in the Z rest frame between the spin axis direction and the direction of motion of the negatively-charged lepton.
A plot of this angular distribution appears in Fig. 12B . Eq. (58) looks somewhat complicated because it employs a spin basis designed to simplify the Zh amplitude, not the ZA amplitude.
All of the β Z -dependence contained in Eq. (58) is a consequence of choosing ξ to be an explicit function of β Z [cf. Eq. (12)].
E. Comparison of Zh and ZA
We now turn to a direct comparison between the decay angular distributions for Zh and ZA in both the helicity and Zh-transverse bases. From Fig. 13 we see that, when the Zh-transverse basis is used, there are regions of the cos χ distribution where the expected number of events differs by as much as a factor of 2. In contrast, when the helicity basis is used, the maximum difference in expected number of events is never that large.
A second feature of this plot which has the potential to be used in distinguishing Zh from
ZA is a number we will call the "cos χ forward-backward asymmetry ratio", Z:
In plain English, Z is the ratio of the number of events with cos χ > 0 to the number of events with cos χ < 0. We may use the expressions contained in Eqs. (34), (35), and (52)
to rewrite this in terms of the coupling constants for the chosen Z decay mode and the fractions of spin-(↑) and spin-(↓) Z bosons:
We see from Eq. (60) that two ingredients are necessary to have Z = 1: first, we need charge/flavor identification in the final state of the Z's (see the last line of Table IV) .
Second, we need the fraction of spin-(↑) Z bosons (f + ) to differ from the fraction of spin-(↓)
Z bosons (f − ). We point this out because in the helicity basis, both Zh and ZA production have equal numbers of spin-(↑) and spin-(↓) Z bosons. Hence
i.e. in the helicity basis, measuring the value of Z does not distinguish between Zh and ZA.
On the other hand, in the Zh-transverse basis, the values in Tables II and III tell The decay angle χ is defined as the angle in the Z rest frame between the spin axis direction and the direction of motion of the negatively-charged lepton.
i.e. in the Zh-transverse basis, Z is a potentially very useful measure that can distinguish
Zh from ZA.
Because the optimal spin basis for studying Zh production and decay is not the same as the optimal basis for studying ZA production and decay, it is not clear at this stage exactly which route is the best one to pursue. (See Appendix C for a discussion of the beamline basis.
Depending on the machine energy, the beamline basis provides a competitive alternative to the Zh-transverse basis and may possess smaller systematic uncertainties.) Optimization of the method requires a detailed detector simulation. Nevertheless, it is clear that a sound strategy would involve utilizing all possible sources of information about distributions that differ between the two processes. For example, the turn-on of the cross section as the machine energy is raised above threshold is different for Zh and ZA production (Eq. (17) versus Eq. (28); also Ref. [1] ).
A second distinguishing characteristic of the two processes is the radically different ξ-dependence of the Zh and ZA amplitudes. A measurement of the Z spin composition of a Higgs signal for different choices of ξ could be used to provide one piece of evidence relating to the correct assignment of J P C quantum numbers to the state. In particular, it would be useful to measure the fraction of longitudinally polarized Z's in a sample of Z-Higgs candidates in using both the helicity and Zh-transverse bases. For the signal events, a scalar
Higgs should show no longitudinal Z's in the Zh-transverse basis, while for a pseudoscalar
Higgs the longitudinal Z fraction would be in the 50%-75% range, depending on the machine energy. Although one should really do a full detector simulation to be sure (the systematics associated with each basis will be different), we believe that the difference between 50% and 0 should be large enough to be observable with only modest detector sensitivity.
F. CP -Violating Higgs Bosons
Once the additional structure necessary to generate a CP -odd Higgs boson has been introduced into the Lagrangian, it is a small step to incorporate some level of CP -violation in the scalar sector [16] . Rather than attempt an exhaustive survey of all of the possible mechanisms and models, we will briefly consider possibility that the Higgs mass eigenstate is not a CP -eigenstate, and describe how this would affect the angular distributions we have been discussing in this paper.
In particular, we imagine that the physical Higgs mass eigenstates are a linear combination of the CP -even and CP -odd states:
where ψ is an effective mixing angle, defined such that when ψ = 0, the state φ 1 is purely CP -even and φ 2 purely CP -odd.
If the only source of CP -violation in the Higgs sector is through the mixing in Eq. (63), then it is straightforward to see how the effects will turn up in the cos χ (or other) distribution. That is, the result will be a linear combination of the Zh and ZA distributions weighted by coefficients that are sensitive to the mixing angle ψ. Thus, if we look at a distribution (such as dσ/d(cos χ) using the Zh-transverse basis) for which the pure Zh and ZA predictions differ significantly, information on the value of ψ can be extracted by a fit to this distribution. The advantage of this method is that this measurement can be performed without even looking at how the Higgs decays. Since Z decays are well-understood, any deviations from the CP -conserving predictions contained in Eqs. (55), (58), and (62) can be unambiguously attributed to the CP -quantum numbers (or lack thereof) of the "Higgs".
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Once the Higgs boson is discovered, it will be important to check its properties to see if its spin-parity-charge-conjugation quantum numbers are indeed J P C = 0 ++ as predicted by the Standard Model, or if some other set of values (for example, J P C = 0 +− ) applies. As with any physics measurement, it is best to have multiple approaches so that consistency checks may be performed.
In this paper we have discussed distinguishing between the associated production of a scalar (0 ++ ) Higgs boson with a Z boson and the associated production of a (so-called) pseudoscalar (0 +− ) Higgs boson with a Z boson. As noted in Ref. [1] , the total cross sections for the two processes have different energy dependences near threshold: see Eqs. (18) and (29). Furthermore, the production-angle distribution for the Zh process is proportional
(1 + cos 2 θ * ) [2] : that is, it is flat near threshold (β Z → 0), and develops a 1 − cos 2 θ * shape at high energies (β Z → 1). On the other hand, in the ZA case the shape of this distribution is 1 + cos 2 θ * , irrespective of energy.
The primary focus of this paper and an additional means of distinguishing Zh production from ZA production is provided by the decay-angular distributions of the Z boson illustrated in Fig. 13 . This approach has two distinct advantages: both of which stem from looking at the Z rather than the Higgs. First, it provides a method that does not depend on the existence of a particular Higgs decay mode with a sufficiently large branching ratio. In fact, this method does not require observation of the Higgs decay products at all! The second main advantage is that Z decays are well-understood. Thus, examining the spin state of the Z can provide unambiguous information about the type of Higgs boson it was produced with. In this connection, unless the collider center-of-mass energy is large enough so that the Z's are ultra-relativistic, it is fruitful to investigate other choices for the Z-boson spin basis besides the traditional helicity basis. In particular, the Zh-transverse basis, defined in Eq. (12), is potentially useful since Zh events should contain no longitudinal Z's whereas the fraction of longitudinal Z's in ZA events is over 50% (see Tables II and III In the helicity basis, this ratio is predicted to be unity for both Zh and ZA production whereas in the Zh transverse basis we predict a significant difference in this ratio between Zh and ZA production. With these considerations in mind, we present Fig. 14 , comparing the distribution in I for the unpolarized processes e + e − −→ Zh −→ bbh and e + e − −→ ZA −→ bbA using the Zh-transverse and helicity bases, and assuming that M h = 120 GeV and √ s = 250 GeV (β Z = 0.59). Fig. 14A shows that the removal from Zh production of the longitudinal Z's with their relatively wide distribution in cos χ leads to a greatly reduced role for the interference terms in the Zh-transverse basis as compared to the helicity basis. In fact, nearly 85% of the total cross section is accounted for by the | I| < 0.10 region when using the Zh-transverse basis: this is a reasonably narrow distribution. On the other hand, since all three spin states contain significant populations in the helicity basis, the interference terms tend to be large a significant fraction of the time; in fact, only 31% of the cross section comes from configurations where | I| < 0.10. In Table V Table VI we learn that the range | I| < 0.10 contributes 56% of the total cross section in the helicity basis but only 46% in the Zh-transverse basis.
APPENDIX B: LORENTZ-COVARIANT FORM
Even when we include the decay of the Z boson, the Lorentz-invariant result for the square of the matrix element for associated Higgs production is surprisingly simple. If we let each particle's 4-momentum be represented by its symbol (e ≡ e − andē ≡ e + ), then we obtain
for a CP -even Higgs. The results for a CP -odd Higgs are not quite as compact as Eqs. (B1) and (B2), primarily because of the momentum-dependent Levi-Cevita-tensor vertex: 
Here β Z is the ZMF speed of the Z boson. In this basis, the spin axis for the Z is the electron direction. Because the beam directions are experimentally well-determined, any angular measurement uncertainty issues in this basis should be very different than those in the helicity or Zh-transverse bases. Table VII . Recall that the helicity basis is optimal for pseudoscalar production and that, as shown on Fig. 15 , the beamline basis is far from the helicity basis at this energy.
Thus, it is not surprising to find significant contributions from all three spin states to the ZA cross section. On the other hand, for Zh production, the beamline basis does zero out one of the transverse spin states when polarized beams are used. Fig. 17 illustrates the evolution of the spin fractions in the beamline basis as the machine energy is changed. Amusingly, one of the two transverse spin components is always equal to 50% in this basis for ZA production, with the remainder divided between the other transverse spin and the longitudinal component.
The explicit form of the spin functions in the beamline basis read for Zh production, and
for ZA production.
Turning to the Z decay angular distributions discussed in Sec. VI, we obtain the following expressions in the beamline basis: first, for e
and for e 
Comparison to Eq. (62) reveals that in terms of this particular measure, the beamlinie basis performs nearly as well as the Zh-transverse basis.
